
VALID HELP IF YOU DECIDE TO GET IN OWN - Creaimpresa

The potential  entrepreneur  needs  reliability and practicality,  as  they start  their  entrepreneurship 
requires the skills and expertise that can not be improvised. 

Many now compete in services for business creation. But how many really know the world of small 
and medium-sized enterprises? 

The changes of the market, technology (think of the Internet) and the enactment of regulations that 
have an increasing number of expected job requirements for the start-ups, have made it necessary to 
develop more specialized consulting services. 

For this reason that over time the CNA has designed and built a range of services to meet the needs 
of entrepreneurs. First of all structuring in two locations in Lucca and Viareggio which provide 
advice and services in the territory of the province of Lucca. 

Since 2003, CNA has created, in two locations, a point of excellence of the service aimed at young 
entrepreneurs, called the service "Creaimpresa". 

The start-ups are accompanied in their constitution through a free initial consultation. The areas of 
advice, ranging from the world of craft, SMEs, self-employment (non-business). 

Compared  to  the  latter  was  set  up  a  special  committee  called  CNA  inproprio  protection 
professionals without accredited professional (such as consultants, interpreters, etc.), following the 
evolution of the market which has seen growth figures in business support but that businesses are 
not. 

SERVICES OFFERED BY THE CNA-LUCCA FOR THOSE WHO WANT

 TO START A BUSINESS ACTIVITY

• Advice for the start of business activities and free professional 

• Analysis of the requirements for access to self-employment 

• Corporate advice for identifying the legal form 

• Hypothesis of adequate budget for new businesses and self-employed 

• market information 

• Training for the creation of enterprise / self-employment 

• Request authorization,  registration in the Chamber of Commerce and requirements to business 
start-ups 

• Consultancy and services for the 'access to credit • Employee welfare • Consultancy management, 
tax and accounting 

• Service payrolls 

• Advice on privacy legislation 

• Consulting legal and legislative drafting contracts (lease, contract, etc)

 • Advice on environmental legislation and safety at work 

• Creation of websites.


